
The Entire Lifecycle

Effective market data management  
is not only about inventory and spend.  

Winning companies also monitor actual  
usage and automate for air-tight  

contractual compliance.

Request your free demo

The market leading software solutions for market data management

The massive growth of market data has prompted demand for more sophisticated monitoring and reporting  
tools to help users keep track of their data usage and spend, and to banish any uncertainty over compliance.

Subscription Management Optimize Subscription Value 

Unlock Actionable Insights

SPEND USAGE

ENQUIRY COMPLIANCE

REVENUE

Ultimate Transparency & Control

Optimize Both Spend & Usage

Maximize Subscription Value

Demonstrate Compliant Usage

Streamline & Automate Workflows

“The real gamechanger is that we are re-imagining the way this information should  
be presented to our customers. We are showing our customers a narrative about their  

optimization opportunities” – Richard Mundell, Chief Product Officer of TRG Screen 

How dedicated market data subscription management  
systems can save financial institutions millions
Financial market data and analysis is a critical component to the investments process for all market  
participants. Firms battle with snowballing volume, variety and value, as well as ever evolving complexity.

The least effort, the greatest gain

Do you really need a market data management system? Not if you enjoy overspend, unpleasant audits, surprise 
invoices and potential penalties, not to mention the late nights number crunching. Market data management is  
whole lot easier for firms with a market data management software solution. 

@trgscreen trg-screen

Global Market Leader in Enterprise Subscription Management

TRG Screen
info@trgscreen.com  •  www.trgscreen.com

or speak to an expert

Managing the chaos

Market data vendors, contracts, licenses, usage and compliance needs to be carefully managed. Firms have  
more than spiraling costs to manage. They need to keep track of who is using the data and how, whether they  
are paying the correct amount for it or paying for licenses they don’t need. 
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Do we get value for money?

How can we save time?

Are we compliant?

Are we paying too much?

How much are costs rising?

Are we paying twice?

How is data used, by whom?
How do we prioritize spend?
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Spending a record high
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Inflationary price rises

Duplicated licenses

Licenses
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The unprecedented growth of  
market data continues

Inflationary
Price Increases 

(2023)

Market data fees continue on  
an upward trajectory 

Spend Increasing Price Lifts

Fee Increase
Over 20 Years despite  

underlying technology costs  
reducing significantly 

Are you keeping up? Build, botch or BUY…

Whether you have a dedicated team – or  
your market data management is fragmented  
across the business – accurately tracking, 
managing, reporting and optimizing one  
of your organization’s greatest expenses  
is imperative. The tools available to do this? 

Specialized Market Data Management Capabilities = Fully Optimized Market Data Management
Manage spend, usage and compliance in a way that is not possible with 

generic vendor and contract management systems  

Purpose Built
Designed specifically for  

market data management

Leading Edge
Continual investment to provide 

best-in-class functionality

Scalable & Flexible
Empowers firms of all sizes  
and levels of complexity

Market Data Workflows
Automate and streamline  

management and compliance 

API Integration
Seamless integration with  
other enterprise systems

Insights & Reporting
Real-time analytics on  

entire market data landscape

Spreadsheets

Generic Management Systems / Tools

Proprietary Systems / Tools

Specialized Market Data 
Subscription Management System

Growth 
in Spend 

Year-Over-Year

5-10
Price IncreasesFee Increase

30-60

3000 products provided by  
more than 500 suppliers

Innovation drives new products and  
stricter auditing processes

Growing Complexity

7
$36 Bn
Global 
Spend  

Growing need to manage 
complex data from  

non-traditional sources

55%

CAGR

Predicted Growth in  
Alt Data 2022 to 2030

Industry Trends and Observations
Typical challenges faced across the  
market data procurement life cycle 

Growing need for specialized market data  
expertise at a time when talent is scarce

Usage audits, reporting and 
declaration requirements intensifying

Growing requirement to procure diverse  
data sets from unique sources

Increasingly time-intensive procurement  
life cycle is calling for automation 

Data licensing agreements, invoices and  
payments becoming more complex

Pressure to streamline costs in 
challenging economic climate

Explosion of user orders and requests,  
constantly changing business requirements

Identifying the most relevant and  
appropriate vendors is challenging

“These trends and pain points in market data subscription management landscape are building 
to create the perfect storm, at a time where there is a shrinking pool of talent that understands 

the nuances of the market data world today and dealing with this set of vendors.”

Want to learn how you can optimize your market data  
management processes?

Exchange Updates
Keeping up with never ending 

exchange policy and price changes

new exchange  
documents 

88
data charge  

changes

550

licence fee updates

2400

exchanges
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500+
Suppliers

3000
Products

Inventory Transparency & Control

Savings of 2-10%  
by cutting redundant and duplicate 

market data services and subscriptions

Large Institution

$500
Million Spend*

$50
Million

$10
Million

Smaller Institution

$25
Million Spend*

$0.5
Million

$2.5
Million

*Average spend and savings, for demonstration purposes

Managed Services

Expected growth in managed services  
within the industry driven by increasing 

complexity and scarcity of experienced talent  

15-20%
Next 5 Years

Expected 
to grow

Business & Process Efficiencies

  Identification of spare licenses
  Contract management & renewals
  Granular cost allocation
  Invoice processing & reconciliation
  Budgeting & forecasting
  Order management & self-certification
  Reporting & actionable insights

How do we  
manage and control 

rising costs?

Are we paying  
the correct amount for 
the licenses we need?

How do we know that 
we are compliant with 

agreements? 

Who is using all of 
these data licenses 

and how?

https://www.trgscreen.com/demo
https://twitter.com/trgscreen
https://www.linkedin.com/company/trg-screen/
https://www.trgscreen.com/talk-expert

